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ABSTRACT: In this article we will discuss the requirements of
security toolkits for open networks, explain some important
technical details and give a perspective on modern security
technology. To illustrate these issues we will focus on the
current and future development of SECUDE. We will give a
brief overview of the SECUDE [16] structure, emphasize the
latest developments and new security APIs, such as
improvements in the CRYPT-API, the integration of new
smartcards, the Directory access via LDAP, the support of
X.509v3 certificates and new security features like GSSv2,
PKCS#7,10, S/MIME, BAKO and SURE.

1 Introduction
Since global and local network-services are increasingly being used by the general
public there is a strong demand for authentic, confidential and non-repudiable
communication. These key issues of open telecooperation can be achieved through
cryptographic primitives, like encryption and digital signatures. The trustworthiness of
these mechanisms rest in the public control of the algorithms, rather than in hiding the
design principles. Therefore SECUDE provides a variety of well known and
intensively studied crypto-algorithms as security basis for higher level applications.
Furthermore there is a need for the secure storage of private keys. SECUDE provides
two possible solutions of a Personal Security Environment (PSE) for this purpose; an
encrypted directory (SW-PSE) and interfaces to a variety of smart-cards (SC-PSE). It
is preferable to have a technology-independent interface used by higher level
applications, because the security of the underlying algorithms and the chipcardtechnology is subject to change due to further research. SECUDE contains the
SECURE API, which provides access to the secure processing and secure storage
module. Another important API is needed to achieve authentic communication. The
functions for the management of public-keys are accessible through the
Authentification Framework API. On top of these basic modules there are higher level
APIs such as e.g. PEM, PKCS, GSS and S/MIME. Finally these functions are utilized
in security-plugins for existing software products, like SAP/R3 or MS-Exchange, just
to name the prominent ones.
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These aforementioned issues lead canonically to the structure of SECUDE as shown in
the following figure.

2 New Security-Features in SECUDE
The functionality of these APIs is addressed in the following, where we focus on the
latest developments, new features and give perspectives for further research.

2.1 CRYPT API
This API provides multi-precision integer arithmetic, modulo arithmetic, random
number generation and implementations of symmetric and asymmetric
cryptoalgorithms.
The available symmetric algorithms1 are DES, Triple DES and IDEA. The public key
algorithms contained in the CRYPT API are the Diffie Hellman Key Agreement, the
NIST DSS and the RSA algorithm. Furthermore there is a need for cryptographically
strong hash functions for signature generation. SECUDE provides the hash-functions
MD2, MD4, MD5, SHA-0, SHA-1 and RIPE-MD160 [14]. MD2 and MD4 are totally
unsuitable for signature generation, MD5 is suspected to be broken soon (c.f. [2], [3])
and SHA-0 bears some weaknesses in the expand-function. Therefore we recommend
SHA-1 and RIPE-MD160 as the most secure hash functions for signature generation.
The other hash-functions are left in SECUDE, to keep compatibility with standards
and yesterdays signatures.
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A description and further references for all crypto-algorithms (except RIPE MD160) may be
found in [15].
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2.2 SECURE - API
Like mentioned in the introduction, SECUDE provides a technology independent
SECURE - API, which connects the CRYPT-API and the PSE-handling to the higherlevel API’s. SECUDE supports two PSE-types. That is an encrypted directory (SWPSE) and interfaces to different smartcards (SC-PSE’s). Both PSE-types are PINprotected. The used PSE- and smartcard-type(s) may be selected during the
configuration process. Only the desired SC-interface is linked dynamically.
At the time of writing SECUDE supports the STARCOS and the TCOS smartcard
systems. Interfaces to the GEMPLUS smartcard GPK2000 and the G&D PKOS
smartcard are in the development phase.

2.3 Authentication Framework API
The AF module adds X.509 certification functionality to SECUDE. Former SECUDE
versions supported the X.509 version 1 certificates, while the next SECUDE release
will contain the X.509 version 3 certificates.
Both local (i.e. PSE-located) certificates and Directory-located certificates can be
addressed. Obtaining public security information, like public keys, certificates,
crosscertificates and certificate revocation lists used to be done using the X.500
Directory Access Protocol (DAP). SECUDE 5 now uses the Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol (LDAP) instead of DAP to retrieve security information from
Directory servers.

2.3.1 X.509 version 3 certificates
The experience gained in attempts to deploy X.509 v1 certificates made it clear that
the v1 and v22 certificate formats are deficient and too restrictive. With X.509 v3,
which is standardized in [20], most of the requirements of RFC 1422 [10] can be
addressed using certificate extensions, without a need to restrict the CA structures
used. In particular, the certificate extensions relating to certificate policies obviate the
need for Policy Certification Authorities and the constraint extensions obviate the
need for the name subordination rule, because the certificate contains information
(basic constraints - field) to distinguish between user- and CA-certificates. The
certificate may contain alternative names, like mail-adresses or URLs for the issuer
(CA) and the subject (user). The distribution and retrieval of Certificate Revocation
Lists is made easier by storing CRL distribution points in the certificate and the Key
usage may be restricted. Besides this standard-extension, which are discussed in [20]
more detailed, it is possible to use private extensions for application specific needs.

2.3.2 The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol
The Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP [12],[13]) was designed to
overcome the problems resulting from the requirements of the X.500 DAP. While
queries and answers are still encoded using ASN.1, LDAP makes restrictions on the
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The difference between v1 and v2 - certificates is just the presence of two more fields
for Directory access control.
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type and format. Another simplification is the use of string notation in most of the
attributes. On the transport side TCP connections are usually used to communicate
with an LDAP server, eliminating the need for an OSI protocol stack. This all leads to
smaller code and more acceptance on the implementors' side.
In SECUDE there are two possibilities to access X.500 Directories. Either using the
X.500 ISODE ICR2.1 library or the access via LDAP. The latter is possible, if the
server uses an LDAP-to-X.500 adapter. This allowes the client software to remain
"light", moving the overhead upstream to the server. LDAPv2 is supported in
SECUDE’s various Unix ports using the LDAP reference implementation library of
the University of Michigan. In the SECUDE for Windows NT/95 version the Dynamic
Link Library (DLL) of the same package is used [9].

2.4 Generic Security Services API
The Network Working Group of the Internet Engineering Task Force defined in 1993
a general interface to security systems. The Generic Security Services (GSS) API is a
set of functions and data structures to incorporate security into a program independent
of the underlying security and communication protocols [4], [5].
There are (to our knowledge) currently three underlying security mechanisms
available, which support the GSS-API. First the well known Kerberos V5 using a
trusted authentication-server and DES-encryption, Simple Public Key Mechanism [6]
using X.509 certificates and a variety of algorithms for authentication and
confidentiality. Finally there is the SECUDE-mechanism, which also uses X.509
certificates, but is restricted to RSA, DES and IDEA. The a priori restriction to certain
algorithms removes the inherent negotiation-overhead in SPKM. The GSS-API and
this three underlying mechanisms are discussed in [8] more detailed. Currently the
SECUDE-mechanism is available3 and SPKM is under development. Kerberos won't
be supported, because public-key-mechanisms in this context are generally preferable.

2.5 PKCS API
While the family of PKCS-standards [11] comprises standards for RSA encryption,
DH Key Agreement and other cryptographic primitives that are already available in
earlier versions of SECUDE, we will focus on PKCS#7 and PKCS#10.

2.5.1 Signing and encrypting data with PKCS #7
The PKCS #7 standard describes a general syntax for data that may have cryptography
applied to it, such as digital signatures and digital envelopes. The syntax admits
recursion, so that, for example, one envelope can be nested inside another, or one party
can sign some previously enveloped digital data. It also allows arbitrary attributes,
such as signing time, to be authenticated along with the content of a message, and
provides for other attributes such as countersignatures to be associated with a
signature. A degenerate case of the syntax provides means for disseminating
certificates and certificate-revocation lists. The PKCS #7 API of SECUDE consists of
3

E.g. it is used to secure the SAP / R3 application program.
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functions for creating, developing, and verifying such enveloped data. The types
Signed and Signed-and-enveloped are interoperable with Privacy Enhanced Mail [10].
SECUDE includes conversion functions for these types.

2.5.2 Certification Requesting with PKCS #10
The PKCS #10 standard describes a syntax for certification requests. A certification
request consists of a distinguished name, a public key, and optionally a set of
attributes, collectively signed by the entity requesting certification. Certification
requests are sent to a certification authority, who transforms the request to an X.509
public-key certificate. SECUDE includes several programs and functions dealing with
PKCS #7 ContentInfo and PKCS #10 CertificationRequests format.

2.5.3 Signing and encrypting multi media messages with S/MIME
The S/MIME Message Specification [17] combines the security enhancement of PEM
and the multi-purpose content-types of MIME. It defines the MIME content types
application/x-pkcs7-mime and application/x-pkcs7-signature for cryptographically
enhanced MIME bodies according to PKCS #7 and application/x-pkcs10 for
submitting a certification request. SECUDE provides API functions for producing and
parsing such S/MIME messages. The main advantage compared to PGP is the
scaleable certification infrastructure. I.e. it is possible to use either a hierarchical
certification infrastructure combined with cross-certificates or a network of trust like
in PGP.

3 Applications
3.1 The European ICE-TEL Project - TrustFactory Digital ID Center
Within the European research project 'Interworking Public Key Certification
Infrastructure for Europe' (ICE-TEL) more than 17 countries are working together to
establish a common certification infrastructure not only for the R&D community, but
also for interested partners in the governments, administrations and industry.
In this context GMD is running a Certification Authority; the 'TrustFactory Digital ID
Center' as a European counterpart to the US american 'VeriSign Digital ID Center'.

3.1.1 Privacy Enhanced Mail Plugin for Microsoft Exchange
Another add-on application is the PEM plugin for MS Exchange where outgoing email may be signed and encrypted and incoming messages may be decrypted and
validated. The plugin provides full attachment support and the german MailTrusT
PEM Specification [19]. This includes correct processing of raw binary data.

3.1.2 Privacy Enhanced Mail Shell Extension for Microsoft Windows Explorer
The same PEM functionality as described in (3.1.2) is avaiable as a shell extension for
the new file manager of MS Windows, the Windows Explorer. Local files may be
signed and encrypted or decrypted and validated.
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3.2 Security Add-on for SAP R/3
In cooperation with SAP an interface for the R/3 Client/Server system was developed,
which makes the use of security technology via GSS-API possible.

3.3 BAKO with SURE extension
3.3.1 Basic cooperation protocol
Another application of the SECUDE toolkit is BAKO [1] - a basic cooperation
protocol for secure business transactions over open networks. In contrast to host-tohost session- or packet-based security mechanisms, BAKO can be applied where
complete transactions need to be authentic and non-repudiable, and where documents
need to be produced that are integer and confidential, like bank-orders for example.
There will be BAKO - plugin for the WWW available to achieve secure webtransactions.

3.3.2 Signed Unique References - a BAKO extension
The original BAKO has two unsolved issues: minimizing the danger of replay attacks,
and minimizing the network load. Even if the information is security-enhanced, a
single or multiple resending of protocol units may cause trouble on both sides if the
session becomes insecure. The second issue is caused by BAKO’s nesting of complete
transaction steps. If large objects, e.g. images, are to be transported, a high information
overhead occurs: objects are sent twice or even three times. A proposed BAKO
extension specifies the replacement of objects with signed and unique references
(‘SURE’) [18] to the object as soon it has been transmitted or received. The reference
additionally contains a timestamp consisting of a negotiated time base and the protocol
data unit’s time-to-live.

4 Conclusion
In this paper we briefly discussed the requirements of a security toolkit for open
networks, gave an overview of the security features available in SECUDE, illustrated
some current and future developments and finally discussed a few secure end userapplications. SECUDE is designed to be a portable SECUrity Development Environment and therefore well suited for security-plugins to any kind of applications. We
will continue to upgrade SECUDE with upcoming new standards, crypto-algorithms,
smartcard systems, and application requirements. An open research area, for instance,
is the design of Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs) for various purposes, including
cross-certification between different PKIs, and the interface between end user
applications and the PKI. The SECUDE development will reflect the current
standardization process in the IETF.
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